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TT No.21: Keith Aslan - Saturday 20th May 2017; Ford Motors v Pilkington @ STYAL. 
Cheshire League Presidents Cup Final; Kick-Off: 14.00; Result: 3-0 to 
Pilkington; Admission & Programme: £4. (£2 for me because I'm old); Attendance: 
110 (45 Pilkington, 30 Ford & 35 neutral) 

My final hop of the season took me to the wonderful village of Styal deep in the 
heart of the Cheshire Footballers Belt. All your food and drink requirements are 
catered for in this tiny enclave which oozes money from every pore. Ironic then 
that most people will have heard of the place only because it houses one of the 
country’s largest women's prisons. Like the rest of Styal the football ground can be 
summed up as neat and tidy. Fully railed with a small stand and when I arrived the 
clubhouse was full of unhappy cricketers staring wistfully out on the adjacent 
cricket pitch which was slowly subsiding in the heavy downpour. Serves them right 
for arranging fixtures during the Manchester Rainy Season - January to December. 

Good news: The ground is 6 minutes-walk from Styal station. Bad news: There are 
only three trains a day that stop there. Good news: One of them fits perfectly with 
a 2 o' clock kick off. Bad news: To catch it the referee needs to start the game 
punctually and there can't be extra time. Good news: He did and there wasn't. The 
four people, waiting for the train had all been to the football and I puzzled with 
the rows of bicycle racks on the platform. Who is going to bother cycling to a 
station with virtually no trains? To get to the match I went to the nearest railhead 
with a proper service, Handforth, which is a 35- minute walk and where I got an 
unexpected new Greggs tick. The best way to get to the ground is by plane with 
Manchester Airport only one and a half miles away. 

Ford can feel very aggrieved by the margin of defeat with only two late goals 

banishing the spectre of extra time. The closeness of the game was illustrated by 

the Pilkington goalie picking up the Man of the Match award. Rob Cork was the 

man in question and I was very taken with the opening line of his pen picture ‘Cork 

by name, cork by nature, a natural stopper’. 

With few alternatives, so late in the season plenty of hoppers made for this one 

and I spent the game in the pleasant company of professional northerner known to 

everyone as 'Lollipop Man' so called due to a previous employment and not a Kojak-

esque sweet tooth. He was coming down to the Metropolis the next day for the 

non-league finals and because he didn't trust Virgin Trains to get him there on time 

(can't think why) he was travelling overnight by coach. Rather him than me. So, it's 

all over for another season with only a vacuous summer stretching ahead. Could be 

worse, at least I've got the election to look forward to! 
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